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Now is the first Question and Answer session


************************************************


(00:15)

Everyone can take the initiative to ask questions

Please take the opportunity if you have any questions

Please give this friend a microphone


I would like to ask

in the Housing Authority Safety Auditing System

how does the contractor participate

in the appointment of the auditor?

And can the contractor disagree to the auditor selected?

First, thank you for your question

The appointment of the auditor is now

based on the Housing Authority Safety Auditing System

The current appointment is by random selection

First, whenever there is a new project

the Housing Authority will notify

the Occupational Safety & Health Council

We will inquire the auditors in the current list

whether they are available to carry out the audit

and declare they have no conflict of interest

with the contractor

There are now 71 auditors on the list

For example, there may be 30 auditors

confirming their availability

We will provide the consolidated list of those 30 auditors

to the Housing Authority

The Housing Authority will use

a computer random selection system to draw an auditor




For example, if auditor A is selected

we would ask the contractor

whether they have any objection

the contractor has the objection right

with justifiable reason

If the contractor has no objection

we will appoint that auditor to conduct safety audit

for that new project

If the contractor objects with justifiable reasons

we will inform the Housing Authority

to conduct the random selection process again

Thank you.


Are there any more questions?

If there is no question, we will have a 10-minute break

The time now is 3:19, please come back again at 3:30

We will continue the second section of the seminar


Thank you for watching


(02:36)


